22 Heart’s Desire (Sum of the vowels in the name = 22)
Please note: The following WILL BE modified, to a greater or lesser extent, by other numbers in your
chart! Other strong 22 energy elsewhere will reinforce these potentials. Weak 22 energy or conflicting
numbers elsewhere will dilute these potentials (for a listing of numbers incompatible with 22, click here).
As a “master number,” the 22 vibration is very hard to live up to so most people having a 22 Heart’s Desire
will operate under the 2 Heart’s Desire vibration (22 = double 2 influence) and/or the 4 Heart’s Desire
vibration (22 = 2 + 2 = 4). If you don’t feel as though this information applies to you then please read the 2
Heart’s Desire and 4 Heart’s Desire descriptions.
Potential Positives
•

Deep inside, you know you are here to do something important for humanity that will have a lasting
impact on the world. You envision yourself as someone who not only wants to make a difference with
your life but as someone who wants to transform the world.

•

You have all of the inventiveness, intelligence, sensitivity, idealism and creativity of the 11 Heart’s
Desire with the down-to-earth industriousness of the 4 Heart’s Desire. You are capable of great
innovations, especially in construction, business, politics, the sciences and/or the arts.

• You possess great power within you and want to master yourself so that you can live fully in alignment
with your deepest values and lofty goals.

• You want to be a leader or entrepreneur so that you can bring to fruition your superior visions for
humanity. You may aspire to be an influential diplomat, politician, inventor, film director, artist,
architect, urban planner, actor and/or writer.

• You have the potential to inspire, influence and motivate others with your hard work ethic, selflessness
and impeccable integrity.

• With your universal outlook on life, great ambition, and high ideals, you aspire to be involved in large,
even global, enterprises. You want to be able to use your innate gifts of diplomacy, perceptiveness,
organization, and delegation to have a positive impact on people and organizations.
•

You know your life is being guided by unseen forces and you are willing to commit your entire being to
heed the call.

Potential Negatives
•

Like the 11 Heart’s Desire, you can be intense and have nervous tension that is brought on by your highly
charged level of awareness. It is especially important that you take care of your health and nervous
system by getting plenty of rest, surrounding yourself with peace and quiet, and eating well.

• Because of your superior perceptiveness, competence and intelligence, you may be easily annoyed and
irritated by others’ slowness, inefficiency, incompetence, and ignorance.

• At the negative extreme, you may be an egocentric, arrogant know-it-all, thinking that your judgment is
beyond question. You may even seek to control others (especially with 4s elsewhere in your chart) or
become dominant or rageful at times when you are under a lot of stress or feeling high-strung, especially
if you are in a financial pinch or crunched for time (especially with 1s elsewhere in your chart). This can
be brought on by an incessant drive to accomplish and a penchant to take on more than you can handle.
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•

Your extreme sensitivity, awareness and perceptiveness can cause you to feel different from others. You
pick up on so many subtleties that others don’t that life can be lonely and difficult for you at times. Until
you come into your own, you may suffer from self-doubt, inferiority, insecurity and/or shyness. You
may repress your feelings also.

•

It is possible that you were born into an extremely dysfunctional or turbulent family. You may have had
conflicting emotions of compassion and love for your parents as well as a fear of one or both of them.
Overcome your lack of self-confidence, bring out your healing powers and be of service to others.

•

Due to your extremely high level of awareness you may act elitist and carry an air of exclusivity.

•

Like the 9 and 11 Heart’s Desires, your vision is on helping the masses, so you can sometimes neglect
and overlook the needs of your loved ones. Be aware of this tendency in you and direct some of your
considerable love to your nearest and dearest.

Some famous people with a 22 Heart’s Desire (from the birth name in parentheses)
Maria Owings Shriver (Maria Shriver), journalist and author
Mel Gibson (Mel Columcille Gerard Gibson), actor
Sean Connery (Thomas Sean Connery), actor
Julia Roberts (Julia Fiona Roberts), actress
Nikola Tesla (Nikola Tesla), inventor and mechanical and electrical engineer
Ted Kennedy (Edward Moore Kennedy), United States Senator from Massachusetts. Also born on the 22nd.
Robert Moses (Robert Moses), urban planner
Harry Belafonte (Harold George Belafonte), musician, actor and social activist
Rupert Murdoch (Keith Rupert Murdoch), global media mogul and chairman of News Corporation. Also
born on the 11th.
Louis Armstrong (Daniel Louis Armstrong), American jazz trumpeter and singer
Howard Hughes (Howard Robard Hughes), aviator, industrialist, film producer, director, and philanthropist
Gene Roddenberry (Eugene Wesley Roddenberry), creator of Star Trek
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